
Match day 3 - Parfett Cup 
 
With the Downe juggernaut well and truly rolling a trip to Leigh offered the next 
opportunity for silver ware, though to be honest not sure anything called the Parfett 
cup would merit a place on the mantelpiece. 
For some reason the game commenced half hour earlier this week which threw 
myself and New Bear into confusion as did the fact that we were fielding. Having 
missed skippers intense fielding drills, we joined the fray with Maria and Junior 
bowling. Maria was teasing the batsmen who were struggling to lay bat on ball. The 
tone of the game was soon set however when Maria spilled a simple c&b, with sweet 
then dropping another easy chance in the covers. The same bat then received a 
third reprieve pulling junior to his brother Adam. With it now obvious that there was a 
good chance any catch offered would be spilled the openers opened up. The next 
chance, other opener, went to Parf off the unfortunate BigG who had replaced Maria 
following a miserly spell of 6 overs for 6. 
 
Things never really got better as the batsmen rode their luck and took advantage of 
a fast outfield where there was little chance of catching the ball. All the bowlers 
offered some good stuff but to be honest were on a hiding to nothing with chances 
everywhere either spilled or fielders failing to make the ground. Parf and BigG were 
the only successful bowlers with spindles taking a catch off BigG. Parf then lured the 
new bat into hitting the ball straight to Adam, who first dropped the ball and then 
caught the very next delivery, just. 
 
Tea was a welcome event especially as Danielle had made some rather decent 
brownies. 
 
Downe’s innings set off like a train with both openers finding the boundary as 13 was 
taken. Derailment was not long in coming mind you as both hit out at poor deliveries 
and finding that the opposition had remembered what their hands were for. The next 
partnership of Mark and Marcus would most likely set the tone of the reply and was 
expected to be exciting, the question was how long would it last. 
Both attacked with Mark finding regular boundaries and having the obligatory change 
of bat. Another clubbed delivery was caught well in the deep, Adam now entering the 
fray. Marcus showing no mercy hit the Leigh youngster for 3 successive sixes, 2 
overs on the trot and costing Leigh more damages as roof tiles were struck. At  the 
mid point the games was still on with a hundred partnership achieved. Adam was 
supporting well scoring runs and feeding Marcus the strike. 
Unfortunately Marcus dragged one on in the 80’s following which partnerships came 
and went with no-one hanging around two long. 
New Bear was bowled by a blinder, apparently, but the star gazing was more likely to 
blame. Adam eventually went sweeping and missing following which bowled was the 
only mode of dismissal with various excuses offered. 
 
We were offered  one last glimmer of hope when BigG strode forth and clearly 
showed his intent. A very enjoyable innings ensued with some superb hitting 
including some big sixes. Sadly his dismissal meant the last overs were only 
memorable for Leigh finally finding their inner Downe to drop two sitters off parf ! 
 
Well done to Nev for a Sterling umpiring effort. 



 
And thank you to Leigh who are so helpful they even provide chairs in the shower 
room, which I for one naturally assumed were to enable you to watch the cricket 
whilst enjoying a warm soak ! 
 

 


